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Militant but groovy reggae compilation album with a song for almost every mood, highlighting love and

unity and responsible behavior. 18 MP3 Songs WORLD: Reggae, WORLD: Island Details: Road Dog

Production is an independent music label committed to providing fresh conscious music for the people,

showcasing a number of singers and Djs. Road Dog Production music ranges from roots reggae, lovers

rock, to dancehall, hip hop and R&B. Road Dog Production was formed in 2004 by exceptionally talented

musician and producer Hopeton Hibbert and singer/SONGWRITIER Natalie Walsh. After years of touring

and recording in the studio, Hopeton who is the son of music icon Toots Hibbert OF TOOTS AND THE

MAYTALS saw the need to put a fresh stamp on the Jamaican music industry hence the creation of the

record label. The label started out recording at various studios with its first set of artistes,Chrisinti,

Roundhead, Systa Irie Jlee, Famous Face and has grown tremendously since its inception. A couple

singles were release through All Access Distributors . The year 2005 was spent setting up its own

recording studios and creating its music arsenal. The label has embarked on several projects and has

created the groovy Confessions Rhythm, Breaktime Riddim ,Gold Riddim to name a few, all created by

the labels CEO Hopeton Hibbert The Confessions Rhythm was released in January 2006 as a joint

project between Road Dog Production and Shane Browns JukeBoxx Label. The release was well

received and has spawned the #1 hit Gash Dem by Chuck Fenda and radio favorites SIZZLA, Good Men

by Lady saw, Jah Time by Fantan Mojah, Live it up by Tok among many others. The compilation is in the

running for the best release for 2006 as it continues to receive frequent spins on all radio stations and

racking up sales in the record shop. The hot new "Breaktime Rhythm" was released on vynyl in

November 2006.This album feature fabulous songs from yellowman Morgan Heritage Warrior King Richie

Stephens Syta Irie Etc. These songs are available on Vynyl singles on oj36records.com. The complete

album becomes availabe in January 2007.This album is destined to be another huge hit for the Road Dog

as it has been picked up by radio and get frequent spins.Another release "Solid as a Rock" by reggae

singer Richie Stephens is also available. Currently they are putting the finishing touches on the Gold

Digga riddim which will also be released soon. The artiste featured on the riddim are Chuck Fenda,
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Warrior King, Yellowman, Toots and the Maytals,Richie Spice Redd Foxx and Systa Irie etc. For Road

Dog Production this is just the tip of the iceberg of its aim to refresh the music scene . The world can

brace itself for more thought provoking soul stirring hip shaking chart topping hits.
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